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Computational analysis of complement inhibitor compstatin
using molecular dynamics
Didier Devaurs · Dinler A. Antunes · Lydia E. Kavraki�

Abstract The complement system plays a major role
in human immunity, but its abnormal activation can
have severe pathological impacts. By mimicking a natural mechanism of complement regulation, the small
peptide compstatin has proven to be a very promising
complement inhibitor. Over the years, several compstatin analogs have been created, with an improved inhibitory potency. A recent analog is being developed
as a candidate drug against several pathological conditions, including COVID-19. However, the reasons behind its higher potency and increased binding aﬃnity
to complement proteins are not fully clear. This computational study highlights mechanistic properties of
several compstatin analogs, thus complementing previous experimental studies. We perform molecular dynamics simulations involving six analogs alone in solution and two complexes with compstatin bound to complement component 3. These simulations reveal that all
the analogs we consider, except the original compstatin,
naturally adopt a pre-bound conformation in solution.
Interestingly, this set of analogs adopting a pre-bound
conformation includes analogs that were not known to
beneﬁt from this behavior. We also show that the most
recent compstatin analog (among those we consider)
forms a stronger hydrogen bond network with its complement receptor than an earlier analog.
Keywords Compstatin · Complement system ·
Complement inhibition · Molecular dynamics
Introduction
The complement system acts as the ﬁrst line of defense in the immune system, as part of both innate
and adaptive immunity [1]. It plays a major role in
homeostasis by clearing foreign pathogens and compromised host cells [2]. The complement system is activated through several initiation pathways that produce
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strong opsonins, pro-inﬂammatory anaphylatoxins and
membrane attack complexes [3]. Complement activity
is normally tightly regulated by various plasma and
membrane proteins, such as complement receptor 1 and
factor H [1]. Erroneous complement activation leads to
tissue damage, causing or aggravating numerous pathological conditions, such as heart attacks, strokes, burn
injuries, Alzheimer’s disease, adult respiratory distress
syndrome, and various autoimmune diseases [2, 4]. To
prevent or remedy these undesirable eﬀects, several complement inhibitors have been developed, targeting different steps of complement activation [3, 5, 6].
Thanks to its excellent eﬃcacy, high speciﬁty, low
molecular weight and ability to inhibit complement regardless of the initiation pathway, compstatin is considered a very promising complement inhibitor [3]. It
has been evaluated for its potential to modulate the
complement system in degenerative diseases. For example, it has been the subject of in vitro studies, nonhuman primate (NHP) studies and clinical trials for
age-related macular degeneration (AMD), but unfortunately without much success [7–10]. Compstatin has
prevented lung ﬁbrosis and organ damage in NHP models of E. coli sepsis [11, 12]. It has also proven effective against paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria
(PNH) and C3 glomerulopathy (C3G) in in vitro models [13, 14]. In NHP models, it has reduced inﬂammation and bone loss during treatment of periodontitis,
both in a ligature-induced disease setting and in a natural setting [15, 16]. Other NHP studies have shown that
a single dose of compstatin prior to a hemodialysis session could alleviate hemodialysis-induced inﬂammation
throughout the treatment [17]. Therefore, it could also
prove useful against conditions related to innate immunity activation triggered by biomaterials during medical
procedures [18]. Recently, compstatin has been successfully used to treat a patient suﬀering from acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) triggered by COVID19 [19]. As a result, it is now being evaluated in a phase
II clinical study [20].
Various compstatin analogs were developed over the
years, with increased complement inhibition at every
step [9, 21–26]. The mechanisms underlying the improved potency of each analog involve various factors
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that have been partially uncovered in several experimental studies (see Background section). In addition,
structural models of some of these analogs, either free
in solution or bound to a complement protein, have
been deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [27].
However, it is not yet fully clear why recent compstatin
analogs are more potent than their predecessors (see
Background section).
In this paper, we perform a computational analysis
of several compstatin analogs, using molecular dynamics (MD). We run MD simulations of six analogs free
in solution and two complexes with compstatin bound
to the core portion of C3-like complement proteins (see
Background section). Our results are consistent with
the view that one of the factors increasing binding aﬃnity is the tendency of recent compstatin analogs to
adopt a pre-bound conformation in solution [25]. However, we demonstrate that this tendency appeared in
the lineage of compstatin analogs earlier than previously thought. In addition, we show that the latest
compstatin analog (among the six we study) forms a
stronger hydrogen bond network with complement proteins than an earlier analog. In this regard, our computational study complements previous experimental
studies on explaining diﬀerences in behavior between
compstatin analogs. This is important because compstatin is currently being developed as a drug candidate
against various pathological conditions [2, 3].
Background
Complement system
The main ways to activate the complement system are
the classical, lectin and alternative pathways [1]. These
recognition and activation pathways all converge at an
ampliﬁcation step involving the complement component 3 (C3) [2]. C3 is a large protein that belongs to the
α2 -macroglobulin family of host-defense molecules [1].
It is composed of 1641 amino acid residues, for a total molecular mass of 187 kDa. Upon activation by foreign pathogens or altered host cells via any of the pathways, enzymatic C3 convertase complexes are formed.
Then, they transform the abundant plasma protein C3,
through proteolytic cleavage, into its reactive fragments
C3a (9 kDa) and C3b (177 kDa) [28]. The opsonin C3b
then attaches covalently to activating surfaces, where
it can form additional C3 convertases, thereby amplifying the complement response and inducing downstream
events such as pro-inﬂammatory signaling and phagocytosis [3].
The structure of native C3 was solved by X-ray crystallography at 3.3 Å resolution [28]. It reveals a β-chain
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(residues 1–645) and an α-chain (residues 650–1641) of
75 and 110 kDa, respectively, arranged in 13 domains.
Most of the β-chain, i.e., residues 1–534, form ﬁve socalled macroglobulin (MG) domains, denoted by MG1
to MG5. The sixth domain of the β-chain (residues 578–
645) is called the linker (LNK) and runs in between domains MG1, MG4 and MG5, through the ring formed
by domains MG1–MG5. The α-chain also forms six domains by itself, but one of the additional MG domains,
denoted by MG6, is formed by parts of both the α-chain
(residues 746–806) and the β-chain (residues 535–577).
The core of C3, which is formed by domains MG1 to
MG6 and LNK, is referred to as the β-ring and is known
to be structurally stable [28]. That is why we will use
it in our MD simulations (see Methods section).
Complement inhibitor compstatin
Compstatin is a small, cyclic, non-immunogenic peptide
inhibiting the activation and ampliﬁcation of the complement system [4]. It does so by binding to C3, sterically hindering the binding between substrate C3 and
convertase complexes, and blocking C3’s proteolytic activation [2]. Note that this happens without major alteration to the conformation of C3 [29]. In addition,
compstatin binds to several proteins derived from C3,
such as C3b and C3c [4]. Interestingly, it was shown
that its binding is improved by a naturally-occurring
point mutation of C3-like proteins observed in patients
with a complement dysfunction [30].
Compstatin had been initially identiﬁed as a 13residue disulﬁde-bridged peptide with a molecular mass
of 1551 Da [4]. Its original amino acid sequence was:
Ile1-[Cys2-Val3-Val4-Gln5-Asp6-Trp7-Gly8-His9-His10Arg11-Cys12]-Thr13-NH2 , where the brackets represent
the disulﬁde bridge between Cys2 and Cys12. Its structure in solution was then determined using 2D nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques and deposited
in the PDB under code 1A1P [31]. This structure was
described as a closed-loop coil with a ﬂexible type I βturn comprising residues Gln5–Gly8. In what follows,
we refer to this original compstatin as 1A1P.
The acetylation of the amino-terminus was followed
by a threefold increase in activity for the analog Accompstatin [21]. Then, the substitution of Val by the
aromatic residue Trp at position 4 and of His by the
helix promoter Ala at position 9 produced an analog
with a 45-fold higher inhibitory activity [21]. We refer
to this analog as 4W9A because of the replacements
Val4Trp and His9Ala (i.e., V4W and H9A). Its full
sequence is: Ac-Ile1-[Cys2-Val3-Trp4-Gln5-Asp6-Trp7Gly8-Ala9-His10-Arg11-Cys12]-Thr13-NH2 . MD simulations of 4W9A in solution showed that it had a re-
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Fig. 1 Backbone conformations of compstatin analogs
1A1P, 4W9A and Cp10. The
conformation of 1A1P (free
in solution) is elongated and
υ-shaped. The conformation
of 4W9A (bound to C3c, under PDB code 2QKI) is more
compact and α-shaped. The
conformation of Cp10 (free in
solution, extracted from an
NMR ensemble) is more compact than that of 1A1P. The
disulﬁde bridge creating the
cycle is represented with thin
lines in all analogs

duced tendency to feature the Gln5–Gly8 β-turn characterizing 1A1P [32]. It was also hypothesized that its
increased ﬂexibility could explain its higher aﬃnity. The
crystal structure of 4W9A in complex with C3c (available under PDB code 2QKI) later showed that the
compstatin-binding site is formed by domains MG4 and
MG5, at the bottom end of the β-ring, far from other
binding sites of C3 [29]. Comparing this bound conformation with the one in solution (i.e., 1A1P) reveals that
compstatin undergoes a large conformational change
upon binding [29]. The β-turn involves residues Gly8–
Arg11 in bound compstatin, as opposed to residues
Gln5–Gly8 in free compstatin. Overall, free compstatin
seems to adopt an elongated and open υ-shaped conformation, while bound compstatin seems to adopt a
twisted and more closed α-shaped conformation (see
Fig. 1). After superposition, the root mean square deviation (RMSD) between these two conformations is
3.7 Å, considering only Cα atoms [29].
Several tryptophan analogs were then evaluated at
position 4. Replacing Trp4 by a 1-methyl-tryptophan,
i.e. Trp(1Me) or Trp(Me) for short, produced a compstatin analog with a 264-fold increase in inhibitory activity over the original compstatin [22]. Its full sequence
is: Ac-Ile1-[Cys2-Val3-Trp(Me)4-Gln5-Asp6-Trp7-Gly8Ala9-His10-Arg11-Cys12]-Thr13-NH2 . In what follows,
we refer to this analog as 4MeW, although it has also
been designated as POT-4 (by Potentia Pharmaceuticals) and AL-78898A (by Alcon) in past clinical trials
for exudative AMD [25]. Its increase in potency and
binding aﬃnity has been attributed to more favorable
hydrophobic interactions mediated by the methylated
tryptophan [22].
A follow-up substitution study yielded new analogs
with improved eﬃcacy and aﬃnity. Replacing Gly by
Sar (i.e., Gly with an N-methylation, or Gly(NMe) for
short) at position 8 and of Thr by Ile at position 13
produced the analog known as Cp10, with increased

kinetic association rate and binding entropy [23]. It is
described as: Ac-Ile1-[Cys2-Val3-Trp(Me)4-Gln5-Asp6Trp7-Sar8-Ala9-His10-Arg11-Cys12]-Ile13-NH2 . It was
shown that the N-methylation of Gly8 improved hydrophobic interactions and stabilized the bound-like βturn structure [23]. This suggested that the improved
binding aﬃnity of Cp10 might be due to a higher similarity between its free and bound conformations, leading to faster ligand recognition and complex formation.
This was later supported by the solution structure of
Cp10 elucidated using NMR (which has not been deposited in the PDB) [25]. It is more compact than the
solution structure of the original compstatin because of
the presence of two β-turns involving residues Cys2–
Gln5 and Trp(Me)4–Trp7 (see Fig. 1).
The N-methylation of Ile (denoted by Ile(Me) for
short) at position 13 yielded the analog known as Cp20,
with an improved dissociation rate [23]. Its sequence
is: Ac-Ile1-[Cys2-Val3-Trp(Me)4-Gln5-Asp6-Trp7-Sar8Ala9-His10-Arg11-Cys12]-Ile(Me)13-NH2 . Cp20 shows
a 1000-fold increase in inhibitory potency and binding
aﬃnity for C3 compared to the original compstatin [23].
However, the high ﬂexibility of residue 13 makes it difﬁcult to elucidate the mechanisms underlying this improved activity and aﬃnity.
The eﬀects of replacing the N-terminal acetyl moiety (called position 0 for consistency of residue numbering with other analogs) by amino acids, including nonproteinogenic ones, were subsequently investigated [25].
The analog involving the D-isoform of tyrosine (DTyr)
showed the highest inhibitory potency and the slowest
dissociation rate. Its full amino acid residue sequence is:
DTyr0-Ile1-[Cys2-Val3-Trp(Me)4-Gln5-Asp6-Trp7-Sar8Ala9-His10-Arg11-Cys12]-Ile(Me)13-NH2 . This analog
also featured an improved solubility and more favorable
pharmacokinetic properties. It was the ﬁrst analog with
sub-nanomolar binding aﬃnity (KD = 0.5 nM, which
is 5600-fold stronger than the original compstatin) and
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Table 1 Amino acid sequences of the compstatin analogs that have been analyzed in this study. Residues that were modiﬁed
between two analogs are highlighted in bold font

1A1P
4W9A
4MeW
Cp10
Cp20
Cp40

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Ac
Ac
Ac
Ac
D-Y

I
I
I
I
I
I

C
C
C
C
C
C

V
V
V
V
V
V

V
W
W(Me)
W(Me)
W(Me)
W(Me)

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

D
D
D
D
D
D

W
W
W
W
W
W

G
G
G
Sar
Sar
Sar

H
A
A
A
A
A

H
H
H
H
H
H

R
R
R
R
R
R

C
C
C
C
C
C

T
T
T
I
I(Me)
I(Me)

is known as Cp40. It is currently developed as a candidate drug by Amyndas (under the designation AMY101) and has received orphan drug status from the European Medicines Agency and the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration for both PNH and C3G [33, 34]. This
analog has recently been used to successfully cure a patient suﬀering from ARDS resulting from COVID-19
pneumonia [19]. It is currently the subject of a phase II
clinical study [20].

Methods
Structural models of compstatin analogs
We ran MD simulations of the six compstatin analogs
(free in solution) presented in the Background section,
whose amino acid sequences are recapitulated in Table 1. This required obtaining or creating all-atom structural models of these analogs. For the original compstatin analog, we used the ﬁrst of the 21 NMR models
of free compstatin reported under PDB code 1A1P. For
4W9A, we extracted chain G from the crystal structure of compstatin bound to C3c (reported under PDB
code 2QKI). For 4MeW, we constructed in silico a mutant by performing a methylation of the tryptophan
at position 4 in 4W9A using UCSF Chimera [35]. For
Cp10, we obtained the ﬁrst model from the undeposited
NMR ensemble1 of this analog alone in solution [25].
For Cp20 and Cp40, we obtained the unpublished crystal structures1 of these analogs bound to C3b, and extracted the relevant chains. For all these analogs, hydrogen atoms were added to the structural model using
UCSF Chimera [35].

Structural models of complexes involving compstatin
Instead of modeling the entire protein C3, we chose to
model only its β-ring (see Background section). This
is a reasonable choice in the context of this study, for
1

2015 communication from D Ricklin and JD Lambris

NH2
NH2
NH2
NH2
NH2
NH2

several reasons. First, compstatin is known to bind domains MG4 and MG5 of the β-ring without yielding
any signiﬁcant structural change in C3 [29]. Second, the
structure of the β-ring is known to be very stable, as
we observed when simulating it alone in solution. Third,
the β-ring is conserved in all C3-like proteins to which
compstatin binds. Observations collected from simulating compstatin binding to the β-ring alone can thus be
generalized to all these proteins.
Even when restricting ourselves to using only the
β-ring (and not the whole C3 protein), MD simulations are still very computationally expensive. Therefore, instead of simulating complexes involving all the
compstatin analogs presented in the Background section, we chose to simulate only two complexes involving compstatin analogs 4W9A and Cp40. The rationale for this choice is that we mostly wanted to try
and pinpoint mechanistic aspects of the higher binding
aﬃnity of the most potent analog, Cp40, in comparison to an older analog. This choice was also driven
by the availability of crystal structures of compstatin
bound to C3-like proteins. More speciﬁcally, to create
the model involving 4W9A and the β-ring, we used the
crystal structure of compstatin bound to C3c (under
PDB code 2QKI) [29]. To create the complex featuring Cp40, we used an unpublished crystal structure1 of
compstatin bound to C3b. In both cases, we extracted
chain A and residues 746–804 in chain B, to form the
β-ring, as well as chain G, which is compstatin.

Molecular dynamics simulations
All simulations were run with the GROMACS v4.6.5
package [36] using the parameter set of the CHARMM27
force ﬁeld [37], as well as the SPC water model. A cubic box was deﬁned with 1.5 nm of liquid layer around
the modeled structure, with periodic boundary conditions. Sodium (Na+) and chloride (Cl−) counter-ions
were added to neutralize each system, with a ﬁnal concentration of 0.15 mol/L. Temperature and pressure
coupling were controlled by the algorithms v-rescale
(with tau-t = 0.1 ps) and parrinello-rahman (with tau-
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p = 2 ps), respectively. A cutoﬀ value of 1.2 nm was
used for both the van der Waals and Coulomb interactions, using Fast Particle-Mesh Ewald electrostatics.
Input MD ﬁles compatible with CHARMM27 were created with SwissParam [38] for compstatin analogs, and
with pdb2gmx (from the GROMACS package) for the
protein receptor (i.e., C3’s β-ring). For the two complexes, input ﬁles were created by merging the ﬁles of
compstatin and the β-ring.
Simulations were conducted following a previously
described protocol [39]. Brieﬂy, the production stage of
a simulation was preceded by three steps of energy minimization (EM) and eight steps of equilibration (EQ).
The ﬁrst EM step was conducted using the steepestdescent algorithm and position restraints on the heavy
atoms of the substrate (5000 kJ −1 mol−1 nm−1 ), allowing for relaxation of the solvent only. The second step
used the same algorithm, without restraint; the third
one used the conjugate-gradient algorithm without restraint. The EQ phase started at a temperature of 310 K,
for 300 ps, with position restraints on the substrate’s
heavy atoms (5000 kJ −1 mol−1 nm−1 ), allowing for the
formation of solvation layers. Then, temperature was
reduced to 280 K, and position restraints were gradually reduced. Then, temperature was progressively increased again, up to 300 K. These EQ steps constituted
the ﬁrst 500 ps of each MD simulation. The production
stage ran for 200 ns (for free compstatin) or 100 ns (for
the two complexes) at constant temperature (300 K),
without restraint.
After the simulation and post-processing steps, visual inspection of the trajectories was performed with
VMD [40] and xmgrace 2 . Substrate conformations were
extracted at regular steps using trjconv (from the GROMACS v4.6.5 package) [36]. The occupancy of each hydrogen bond during the MD simulation was calculated
with the plot hbmap.pl script3 .

Results
Free compstatin
We ran a 200 ns MD simulation for the six compstatin
analogs, free in solution, starting from a minimized version of their all-atom models (see Methods section).
Note that, for analogs 1A1P and Cp10, the simulation starts from a ‘real’ free conformation, while for
the other analogs, the simulation starts from a boundlike conformation because their structural models were
2

http://plasma-gate.weizmann.ac.il/Grace
http://www.bevanlab.biochem.vt.edu/Pages/
Personal/justin/scripts.html
3
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obtained by extracting compstatin from co-crystallized
complexes. From each MD trajectory, we extract 667
frames, using a 0.3 ns timestep. We align each conformation of compstatin with the closed α-shaped conformation of 4W9A (as reported under PDB code 2QKI)
and calculate the Cα RMSD between these two conformations.
The evolution of this RMSD to the closed α-shaped
state (measured in Å) along the MD trajectory is reported for each compstatin analog in Fig. 2. These plots
show that, except for 1A1P, which always remains in
its open υ-shaped conformation, free compstatin usually switches (sometimes even back and forth) between
its open υ-shaped conformation and its closed α-shaped
conformation, and that it can adopt intermediate conformations, as illustrated by 4MeW and Cp20. This
information is schematically represented in Fig. 3, for
easier comparison between analogs. It shows that, after excluding 1A1P, Cp20 is the analog that spent the
least amount of simulation time in its closed α-shaped
state, while all other analogs spent a similar amount of
simulation time in their closed α-shaped states, albeit
not necessarily in a continuous fashion.

Bound compstatin
We ran a 100 ns MD simulation for compstatin analogs
4W9A and Cp40 in complex with the β-ring of C3like proteins, starting from minimized versions of allatom models derived from co-crystal structures (see
Methods section). From both MD trajectories, we extract 1000 frames, between 2 ns and 100 ns, using a
0.098 ns timestep. Then, we perform the following analyses: First, we remove compstatin from each frame,
align the remaining β-ring with that in the ﬁrst frame
and calculate the Cα RMSD between them. Plotting
this RMSD over simulation time corroborates that the
β-ring’s conformation did not change in either MD simulation (data not shown). Second, we align compstatin
in each frame with that in the ﬁrst frame and calculate
the Cα RMSD between them. Plots of this RMSD over
simulation time conﬁrm that both compstatin analogs
remained in their closed α-shaped state during the MD
simulation (data not shown).
To assess diﬀerences in the binding of 4W9A and
Cp40 to the β-ring, we monitor the inter-molecular hydrogen bonds that form during each MD simulation. To
quantify the strength and importance of each hydrogen
bond, we calculate its occupancy, i.e., the percentage of
frames in which it is observed. Results are reported in
Table 2 for hydrogen bonds whose occupancy is greater
than 5 %.
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Fig. 2 Root mean
square
deviation
(RMSD) to compstatin’s closed αshaped conformation
(deﬁned
by
the
crystal structure of
4W9A bound to C3c,
as reported under
PDB code 2QKI),
for each compstatin
analog. The RMSD
(considering only Cα
atoms) is reported
in Å for 667 frames
extracted
from
a
200 ns MD simulation
of each analog alone
in solution

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the time
spent in each state
(open υ-shaped state,
closed α-shaped state,
or intermediate state)
during the 200 ns MD
simulation of every
compstatin
analog,
free in solution
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Table 2 Inter-molecular hydrogen bonds observed during the MD simulations of compstatin analogs Cp40 and 4W9A bound
to C3’s β-ring. For each hydrogen bond, we report its donor and acceptor atoms (and the residues they belong to) as well as
its occupancy (i.e., the percentage of MD frames in which it is observed). Residues with numbers between 2 and 10 belong to
compstatin; the others belong to the β-ring. Only hydrogen bonds with an occupancy above 5 % are listed
Cp40

4W9A

Donor
residue
atom

Acceptor
residue
atom

M-Trp4
Cys2
Trp7
Met457
Arg456
Asn390
His10
His10
Ala9
His10
His10
Ala9
Gln5
Arg459

Gly345
Asn390
Met457
Gln5
M-Trp4
D-Tyr0
Asp491
Asp491
Asp491
Asp491
Asp491
Asp491
Leu455
Asp6

N
N
NE1
N
NE
ND2
ND1
N
N
ND1
N
N
NE2
NH1

O
OD1
O
OE1
O
O
OD2
OD2
OD1
OD1
OD1
OD2
O
O

occupancy
(%)
99
97
96
90
80
61
57
53
51
49
49
44
31
7

Overall, hydrogen bond networks formed by Cp40
and 4W9A are quite similar. Two of the strongest bonds,
with an occupancy close to 100 %, are observed for
both analogs: those between the tryptophan residues in
compstatin, at positions 4 and 7, and residues Gly345
and Met457 in the β-ring, respectively. Two other strong
bonds are common to both analogs: the one between
C3’s Met457 and compstatin’s Gln5, with an occupancy
above 90 %, and the one between C3’s Arg456 and
compstatin’s Trp4, with an occupancy above 80 %. Six
weaker bonds with an occupancy around 50 % and
among which a lot of ‘switching’ is observed are also
common: they form between compstatin’s Ala9 / His10
and C3’s Asp491.

We can also observe diﬀerences between the hydrogen bond networks associated with Cp40 and 4W9A.
First, a bond with acceptor in C3’s Asn390 and that
switches between compstatin’s Cys2 (occupancy: 77 %)
and Trp4 (occupancy: 15 %) in 4W9A, is stabilized toward Cys2 in Cp40, with an occupancy close to 100 %.
Second, a very weak bond with donor in C3’s Asn390
and acceptor in compstatin’s Cys2, with an occupancy
of 10 % in 4W9A, is replaced by a stronger bond involving D-Tyr0, with an occupancy of 61 % in Cp40.
On the other hand, two weak bonds have seen their
occupancy reduced when comparing 4W9A to Cp40:
the one between compstatin’s Gln5 and C3’s Leu455,
whose occupancy has decreased from 46 to 31 %, and
the one between C3’s Arg459 and compstatin’s Asp6,
whose occupancy has decreased from 35 to 7 %.

Donor
residue
atom

Acceptor
residue
atom

Trp4
Trp7
Met457
Arg456
Cys2
Ala9
His10
His10
His10
His10
Gln5
Ala9
Arg459
Trp4
Asn390

Gly345
Met457
Gln5
Trp4
Asn390
Asp491
Asp491
Asp491
Asp491
Asp491
Leu455
Asp491
Asp6
Asn390
Cys2

N
NE1
N
NE
N
N
ND1
N
N
ND1
NE2
N
NH1
NE1
ND2

O
O
OE1
O
OD1
OD1
OD2
OD2
OD1
OD1
O
OD2
O
OD1
O

occupancy
(%)
99
99
97
81
77
54
52
51
51
47
46
43
35
15
10

Discussion
In previous experimental studies on compstatin, it was
suggested that the improved binding aﬃnity of the most
recent analogs was partially due to their ability to adopt
in solution a conformation similar to their bound state
(i.e., a closed α-shaped conformation), therefore leading
to a faster complex formation with C3-like proteins [25].
Our MD simulations of free compstatin conﬁrm this
view, as all analogs except the original one, seem to
spend a signiﬁcant amount of time in a closed α-shaped
state (cf. Fig. 3). At some point, this behavior had been
attributed to the N-methylation of compstatin’s backbone (at position 8), which diﬀerentiates analogs Cp10,
Cp20 and Cp40 from previous ones [25]. Our MD simulations do not support this theory, as the behavior of
4W9A and 4MeW does not diﬀer from that of the later
analogs (cf. Fig. 3). The tendency of free compstatin
to adopt a closed α-shaped conformation seems to have
appeared with the creation of 4W9A, most likely as
a result of the amino acid substitutions it underwent.
This is consistent with a previous MD study that had
concluded that the higher aﬃnity of 4W9A might be
linked to its increased ﬂexibility [32], although no comparison could be done with the bound conformation,
which was released only later.
Our MD simulations of free compstatin also suggest
that the improved binding aﬃnity of the most recent
analogs is not due to an increase in the tendency of
free compstatin to spend time in its closed α-shaped
state. Indeed, the amount of time spent in that state
is absolutely not correlated with the binding aﬃnity
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of an analog. This is best illustrated by Cp20, which
spent little time in its closed α-shaped conformation (cf.
Fig. 3), despite being the second most potent analog in
this study.
Our MD simulations of bound 4W9A and Cp40 highlight some of the mechanisms underlying the higher
binding aﬃnity of Cp40. Despite forming relatively similar hydrogen bond networks with C3’s β-ring, 4W9A
and Cp40 present several noteworthy diﬀerences. Most
notably, Cp40 forms an additional strong hydrogen bond
that replaces an equivalent yet weaker bond in 4W9A.
Interestingly, the D-Tyr0 residue that was added to
Cp40 is involved in a relatively stable hydrogen bond
that replaces an equivalent but very weak bond involving Cys2 in 4W9A. The stronger hydrogen bond network formed by Cp40 when binding to C3-like proteins
is certainly not suﬃcient to explain Cp40’s stronger
binding aﬃnity on its own, but it certainly has a signiﬁcant impact.
Despite their beneﬁts, MD simulations are mostly
limited to short time-scale interactions. However, interactions between C3-like proteins and compstatin might
present sharper diﬀerences at longer time-scales. To
study this possibility, we will carry out coarse-grained
simulations of complexes involving compstatin, such as
those we performed on C3-like proteins alone [41, 42].
One of the challenges will be to select force ﬁelds that
can correctly assess the energetic contributions of this
small peptide, especially for analogs comprising unusual
amino acids.
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